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TEEN BEDROOM:  
RHONDA PETERSON

I believe design is never finished.  
It is a constant progression and 
evolution that should reflect who we 
are and how we live at every stage in 
our lives. Our homes should tell our 
stories in a meaningful way without 
having to utter a word.

My favorite part about designing 
the teen bedroom is that I was able 
to reflect upon my daughter and 
her friends, and how they live in 
their bedrooms.  They are way more 
sophisticated than I was at their age; 
being more thoughtful when it comes 
to selecting color, textures, finishes, 
and those special little details. It was 
fun and inspiring to see the space 
come together through their eyes.
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Uttermost - Padria-Mirror-
R09395 SKU=R09395

Bedroom Furniture shown by 
Modway Furniture 

Transform Split Adjustable King 
Wireless Remote
Bed Base in Grey

Currey & Company 
6000-0300
Janeen White Table 
Lamp

Sunpan Modern Home 
Desk: Jiro Desk; shagreen-

leather-105443

Regina Andrew Detroit: 14-1003NB 
ARC FLOOR LAMP WITH METAL 

SHADE 
(NATURALBRASS)-40WX84HX14D

Leftbank Art
A Night Glows 
(Glitter)

Worlds Away 
Six drawer chest with 
matte lacquer drawers 
and perused oak case 
with acrylic hardware

Loloi Rugs
SIENNE SIE-08 SAND / 
OCEAN

Regina Andrew 
Detroit shown by 
CODARUS 
Nebula Chandelier 
Small - (Black and 
Natural Brass)

Tempaper OMBRE Blue 
wallpaper (ceiling)

Sherwin-Williams 

Paint Colors:

SW 6238 Icicle 
SW 7077 Everyday White 
SW 7757 High Reflective 

White

Upholstery color 
for the bed 
inspiration

Moss Studio shown by 
CODARUS: 
Madonna (desk chair)

Worlds Away Filmore 
Shag: Small shearling 
pouf with brass feet
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(1) I love the curved sleek silhouette of the bed.  It is understated chic for a teen girls room.

(2) The white drawers of the dresser framed in cerused oak with lucite hardware gives this
traditional piece a modern flair.

(3) I love the gray finish and the slim tapered legs with brass detail of the desk.  It’s just
enough space to double as a desk and vanity.

(4) The fur accent chair used as a desk/vanity chair adds texture and fun to a teens room.

(5) The pouf with brass feet is the perfect size to move wherever it is needed for extra
seating, to be used as a place to stack magazines/books, or even to put up her feet.

(6) I’ve always loved the idea of a floor lamp in place of a bedside table; and this
brass lamp with long curved neck will be great for reading in bed.

(7) The floor mirror is essential in any teens room.  I love the simplicity of this one.

(8) I love that the art is neutral in color, but is able to hold interest and hold space in the
room because of it’s size, texture, and shimmer.

(9) The pendant lends that bit of edge the room needed in order to not float away. Love
the black orb and brass

(10) The rug has the perfect balance of colors to pull the elements of the room together.

(11) I love the simplicity of the white table lamp.

(12) The wallpaper to be used on the ceiling is just beautiful.  I love the movement and the
soft blue and white color mixture.
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